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Thâbit ibn Qurra, On the Sector-Figure and Related Texts, Edited, translated, and commentary
by Richard Lorch (Ed.), Islamic Mathematics and Astronomy, vol. 108, Institute for the
History of Arabic-Islamic Science at the Johann Wolfgang Goethe University, Frankfurt am
Main, 2001, 461 + viii pages.
Thâbit ibn Qurra (824–901 C.E.), who came from Harrân in northern Mesopotamia but worked in
Baghdad, played a prominent role in the exact sciences of his day as translator of Hellenistic science into
Arabic and author of a number of treatises in his own right. In this volume, Richard Lorch has edited and
translated the Arabic texts of two of Thabit’s treatises: “On the Sector-Figure” and “On the Composition
of Ratios.” (The word “figure,” in the sense of “diagram,” was a standard Arabic term for “theorem.”) The
first-mentioned treatise concerns a theorem known today as Menelaus’s Theorem, but known in medieval
Arabic as that of “the sector” (al-qatta¯c ). It is also referred to as “the Transversal Theorem.” In any case,
it was Ptolemy’s basic theorem for his study of arcs and angles on the celestial sphere and, as Lorch
points out, no less a scientist than Ibn al-Haytham was still using it almost 900 years later. This, even
though medieval Islamic scientists had discovered beautiful new results which transformed Ptolemy’s
somewhat awkward computational spherics into the flexible, and much simpler, instrument of spherical
trigonometry.
However, in Thâbit’s time, the student needed the sector-figure, and to apply it effectively one had to
understand the concept of composition of ratios and master their manipulation. To supply these requisites
was, doubtless, Thabit’s reason for writing the second treatise on composite ratios.
Lorch, who commands medieval Arabic and Latin, also includes his editions of two Latin translations
of “On the Sector-Figure,” different from that of Gerard of Cremona (which has long since been edited
and translated into German). With Lorch’s edition of these Latin texts (the “grecizing” and the “Inter
Universas” translations) all Latin translations of Thâbit’s “Sector-Figure” are now available for further
study. (His “Composition of Ratios” was evidently not translated into Latin.)
Lorch’s careful scholarship is evident throughout the book, as he takes the reader through textual,
historical, and mathematical aspects of the works he presents. In preparing his edition he has had to
collate nine manuscripts, forming three different groups. His translation is very readable, and his notes
about the variants found in the manuscripts are highly informative. (The reviewer does feel, however,
that translating the Arabic miqda¯r as “magnitude” rather than “quantity” would better fit the geometrical
context of the works and better reflect the way miqda¯r was used in medieval Arabic geometry.)
His mathematical summary concisely sets forth both the results and supporting proofs of what could
have been a confusing welter of cases and subcases. (Some readers, however, might wish that he had
included explanations of a few nonobvious deductions made in the proofs, as well as some perspective
renderings of the spherical configurations.) Lorch’s historical study of Thabit’s conception of ratio and
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readable account of different ancient and medieval ways of looking at these important mathematical
ideas. Also welcome is his third chapter (“Towards a History of the Sector-Figure”), which includes not
only an alternative to this theorem (an alternative known as “the rule of four quantities”), but applications
of the sector figure to problems of astronomical timekeeping and finding the direction of Mecca. (For
another application, strikingly reminiscent of Lorch’s example from the work of Ibra¯him ibn Sina¯n, see
the recent publication “Al-Kuhi on Rising Times” by Glen Van Brummelen and this reviewer in SCIAMVS
2 (2001) 31–46.)
In summary, Lorch is not only to be thanked for the effort he has put into producing this welcome
addition to scholarly sources for the study of the history of the mathematical sciences in medieval Islam
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Creators of Mathematics: The Irish Connection, Ken Houston (Ed.), University College Dublin
Press, Dublin, 2000.
When Mike, who is widely read and Gaelic-ancestored, learned that I was reading a book on Irish
mathematicians, he looked askance. “Irish mathematician? That’s an oxymoron!” A follow-up request
to several mathematicians who, though not historians, do have historical interest, asking that they name
some Irish mathematicians yielded sparse results; if they named anyone, it was William Rowan Hamil-
ton. However, it is not to be inferred from these responses that all Irish-connected mathematicians are
unknown. For example, William Thomson, certainly well-known as Lord Kelvin, was born in Belfast, but
is usually associated with Scotland (where he worked) or Cambridge (where he studied) rather than with
his birthplace. Harriot, Stokes, and Boole, while familiar as names, may not be immediately recogniz-
able as having Irish connections. As T.D. Spearman, President of the Royal Irish Academy, indicates in
his “Forward,” mathematicians with Irish associations are not recognized as such because they are often
considered collectively with their English-speaking counterparts. Thus, it is for Mike and company that
Creators of Mathematics: The Irish Connection was prepared.
This book, edited by Ken Houston, includes 18 essays on “mathematicians with Irish connections,”
men who were born in or worked in Ireland between 1560 and 1994 and are now deceased. “Mathemati-
cian” is defined loosely enough to include an “engineer–scientist” (Osborne Reynolds), two physicists
(George Francis Fitzgerald and David Robert Bates), and a chemist (Walter Heitler). The editor addresses
the absence of female subjects by remarking that there was no volunteer to write about the unnamed can-
didate.
